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INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL-DAMMAM 

UPPER PRIMARY SECTIONS 

MID TERM REVISION WORKSHEET (2022-23) 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH      CLASS: III 

Name ------------------------------------------     Roll No --------          Sec -------- 

L -12 VERBS 

 I. Underline the verb in the sentences: 

 1. I like to read stories.  

 2. Tia jumps on her bed. 

 3. I will write a letter. 

 4. My mother cooks food for me. 

 5. Don and I swim in the lake. 

 II. Rewrite these sentences with suitable verbs: 

  1. I celebrates my birthday every year. 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 2. My uncle live in Japan. 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 3. My aunt work in Chennai. 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 4. I wakes up at 6.00 am every day. 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 5. She talk very politely. 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

III. Fill in the blanks by choosing the correct verb form from the brackets. 

1. They______________(sleep, sleeps) in the afternoon. 

2. George ______________(brushes, brush) his teeth twice a day. 

3. I ____________ (like, likes) reading detective stories. 

4. She doesn’t_______________ (study, studies) German on Monday. 

5. He ______________ (gets, get) up early every day.  

L-13 HELPING VERBS 

I. Fill in the blanks with correct helping verbs: 

 

1.  I --------- going to Mumbai. (am/are) 

       2. -------------- you absent yesterday? (Was/Were) 

       3. It ---------- cloudy yesterday. (was/were) 

       4. My father -------- a car. (has/have) 
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 5. How ----------- you today? (is/are) 

 6. You --------- a neat handwriting. (has/have) 

 II. Complete the passage by filling the blanks with is/ am/ are: 

 Peacock --------------our national bird. It ----- very beautiful. These peacocks -----------  

 dancing in the rain. They ------------ spreading their wings and feathers. I ------ watching them. 

L-8 PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

 I. Choose the correct Pronoun for the underlined word in the sentences below:- 

1.  The train has stopped  

a. He     b. She       c. It       d. They 

2.  Sam ,Rick and Paul  are friends.  

  a. He      b. It     c. We    d. They 

3.  Sara and I had breakfast. 

    a. It        b. He     c. They  d. We 

4.  Rosy is a bright student. 

      a. He.    b. They  c. Itd. She 

5. Mom, dad and me went to a party. 

         a. They  b. We    c. It.     d. She 

 II. Complete the sentences using Pronoun:- 

{He, She, You, It, They,We} 

1. Ali has a kitten.________ has a soft tail . 

2. My father is a doctor. _______ works in a hospital. 

3. Susan is in the park.________ is skipping.  

4. The students are in the library. ______are reading books  

5. My brother and I have toys._______ play together. 

6. I am going to the mall. Are ________ coming with me? 

 

L-17 ADVERBS  

I. Choose the correct adverbs from the help box and fill in the blanks:- 

              (silently, soon, anywhere, away) 

 

a) Many of these animals are not found else. 

 

b) He sat _______________ in the classroom. 

 

c) The thief ran__________________. 

 

d) Have patience, the bus will come___________. 
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II. Circle the adverb in these sentences and state their kind:- 

 

a) You should drive carefully._____________________________________ 

 

b) Yesterday, Teena met Anu at the supermarket._____________________ 

 

c) She took the child outside._____________________________________ 

 

d) You should always be polite.___________________________________ 

 

e) The dog quickly ran after the ball._______________________________ 

 

III. Combine the two sentences & underline the adverb: - 

 

a) We entered the butterfly room. We entered quietly. 

         ________________________________________________________ . 

 

b) I watched my favorite show. I watched it yesterday. 

       ________________________________________________________ . 

 

 

c) We ran to the park. We ran quickly. 

 ________________________________________________________ . 

 

d) My sister hid my doll. She hid it nearby. 

        ________________________________________________________ . 

 

IV. Form adverbs from these words: - 

 

a) furious _________________ 

 

b) calm    _________________ 

 

c) layful _________________ 

 

d) Hope_________________ 

 

e) Angry __________________ 

 

U-3 THE STORY OF THE FOUR SEASONS 
 

I. Who said to whom? 

1. “Let us meet the others in the evening and think of a plan”. 

-------------------------------- to ----------------------------. 
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2. “Skywoman, are you home?” 

           --------------------------------- to ---------------------------. 

II. Give one word for the following: 

1.tiny drops of water found on cool surfaces at night - 

2.a liquid that comes out of a plant -  

3.a wild plant that grows where it is not wanted- 

III. Choose the correct opposite of the underlined word from the bracket: 
1. The clothes were wet finally they are ________.  (tasty, dirty, dry) 
 
2.They walked ahead leaving us _________.(front, behind, backward)   
 

 
IV. Write the contractions of the words given in bracket:  
1.The flag is on ______ pole.(it is) 
 

2.______ be friends forever. (let us) 
 

V. Add commas in the correct places and rewrite the sentences: 

1. He needs some wires switches and bulbs. 

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

2.Dad what are you doing? 

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

3.Ravi Rahul Pranshu and Harsh are playing ludo. 

       ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

4.Sona are you going out to play? 

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

VI.Fill in the blanks with the Pronouns in the bracket: 
 

(her, his,us, they)  
 

1.She called two of _____ home. 
 
2.I bought two ice creams for _____. 
 
3.______ ate lunch with us. 

U-9 A TINY SEED 

Q1. Circle the correct spellings: 

1) mountain,   mountaine,  mountain,  montain 

2) excted,     exicited,    exicted,  excited 
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Q2. Write the word meaning for the following words: 

1)destroy - ___________________ 

    2)slopes - __________________ 

    3)dense forest - _______________ 

 

Q3. Write the contractions of the words given in the bracket: 

1)He _____________ find you. (could not) 

    2)The suitcase _____________ seem that heavy at that time. (did not) 

 

Q4. Write the opposites of the words given in the bracket:  

1) How _________ she is! (foolish) 

2) It’s such a ________ day. (ugly) 

3) I didn’t __________ anything. (remember) 

 

Q5. Frame sentences for the following: 

1)excited - --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     2)beautiful - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q6. Read these lines and answer the questions: 

     “In a village on the slopes of a mountain in Kenya,a little girl worked in the  

       fields.”     

1)Who was this little girl? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

     2)What did she do in the fields? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

Q7. Match the following with the proper words: 

1)She was walking -boldly 

     2)My friend and I ran – easily 

     3)My grandfather smiled – slowly 

     4)Dina spoke -cheerfully 

     5)They got here – quickly 

Q8. Fill in the blanks with correct adverbs given in a bracket: 

      (away,safely, eagerly, happily, never) 

      1)Wangari went to school _________. 

     2)We should __________ tell lies. 
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     3)The family next door moved _________. 

     4)The children _________ opened their presents. 

     5)  The plane landed ___________. 

 

Read the passage and answer to the questions 

  

Bees live in a hive. There are three kinds of bees: workers drones and queens. Only 

one queen bee can live in each hive. If she is lost or dead, the other bees will stop their 

work. Bees are very small and little creatures. They all join together to build cells of wax 

for their honey. Each bee takes its proper place and does its own work. Some go out 

and collect honey from the flowers while others stay at home and work inside the hive. It 

is not safe for children to handle bees.   Bees have a painful sting that they use in their 

defence.  

 

1. Where do bees live?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. How many kinds of bees are there?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. How many queen bees can live in a hive?  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________. 

4. What is not safe for children?  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ . 

 

5. Bees have a painful __________________________ that they use in their defence.  

 

 

 


